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are you familiar with using a multiboot usb thumb drive to clone an hdd? if so, you can use windows pe to create a multiboot usb thumb drive. it would be the same process as you would use for a cloning windows 7 usb thumb drive. youll need to boot the windows pe environment from the usb thumb drive. when you do so, select the option to install a new disk. you
can create a new partition and format it to ntfs. then you can partition the drive as you like. this has been done many times for me. i think it's safe to say that if your ssd is not detected by the bios, it's not likely to be detected by windows either. if your ssd is not detected by bios, you will need to install the proper drivers for it. the best way to install windows on an
ssd is to create a new partition on the drive. the best way to do that is to boot into a usb drive that has windows 10 on it, and then install the proper drivers for your ssd from there. you can usually boot into a windows 10 usb drive by pressing f11 on the bios. the windows setup will detect the ssd and set up the proper partition. if you chose to install windows on a

different drive than the ssd, you can use this tool to transfer the files and setup the ssd. if you don't install windows on a different drive, you can use the tool to format and partition the ssd from within windows. as you can see, it shows the ssd as "unknown" and "unallocated". at this point, the ssd is not connected to any devices, so we need to do some work to make
sure windows will be able to connect to it. the first thing we need to do is to ensure that the ssd is detected by the bios. to do that, we need to do one more thing:
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